Strong demands for public wireless broadband services will require more capacity than even that can be supplied by advanced mobile cellular systems like the Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS). The increasing popularity of wireless local area networks (WLANs) has prompted mobile network operators to consider their deployment in high-density usage areas as indoor/outdoor public hotspots to provide complementary broadband access to their UMTS networks. In order to provide a consistent quality-of-service (QoS) control over an integrated UMTS and WLAN system, a policy-based multi-domain QoS management architecture is proposed in this paper. Different UMTS -WLAN inter-working scenarios are discussed to illustrate the feasibility of the proposed architecture.
Introduction
rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has standardized the UMTS as the future high-speed mobile telecommunication system that supports both real-time and non real-time multimedia services. However, the costs of acquiring the necessary radio spectrum and the required network equipment upgrades to provide such services via the UMTS are very high. As a result, mobile network operators are becoming increasingly interested in the use of 802.11-based wireless technologies (802.11a, 802.11b and 802.11g) to provide access to these services at so-called hotspots, such as in hotel lobbies, cafes, etc [1] . This is because WLANs use license-free radio spectrum to provide low cost, easily deployable, high data rate wireless services. In these hotspots, WLAN technologies provide nomadic high-speed wireless access to existing wired Internet Protocol (IP)-based networks. Mobile network operators envision the selective use of WLAN hotspots to augment areas of high-density usage in UMTS networks where subscribers do not require the wide-area mobility and seamless coverage of UMTS [2] .
Mobile network operators can support QoS-sensitive IP applications like Voice over IP (VoIP) over the UMTS Packet Switched (PS) domain by using the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)-based IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) or an H.323-based architecture. The 3GPP has decided to use a policy-based QoS control architecture [3] , [4] , [5] to satisfy the end-to-end QoS requirements of a UMTS IMS network in its Release 5 specifications. From Release 6, the policy-based QoS control architecture is extended to other application services in the UMTS PS domain. The policy-based QoS control architecture is based on the concept of Policy-Based Networking (PBN), where Service Level Agreements (SLAs) describing the sets of IP QoS services that network operators have mutually contracted to provide are enforced in their network domains by sets of policy rules. These policy rules describe the amount of network resources required to realize the QoS services without going into the details of how to configure the network devices.
The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has defined a policy framework [7] within which sets of policy rules described in the form of policy models [8] are transformed into network device configurations in an administrative domain. The policy rules are stored in the Policy Repository from which the Policy Decision Point (PDP), alternatively known as the Policy Decision Function (PDF) in the 3GPP context, retrieves the appropriate policy rules in response to policy events that are triggered by the contracted IP QoS services, e.g., the reception of an Reservation Protocol (RSVP) message by the Policy Enforcement Point (PEP). The PDP translates the acquired policy rules into a set of QoS mechanism configuration actions based on the capabilities of the PEP and the current network conditions. The PEP then executes these PDP-supplied actions to handle the triggering policy events in accordance with the requested IP QoS services.
Thus, PBN provides a high abstraction view of a network to its operator, and this helps the operator in the deployment of new IP QoS services as it does not need to consider details concerning the size or complexity of the network. The use of automated policy translation entities further facilitates the dynamic control of network resources. This is important because the 3GPP desires to reserve QoS resources in the PS domain only in response to the setting up of an IP multimedia session.
End-to-end communications are likely to involve multiple administrative domains controlled by different network operators. To provide a consistent end-to-end service in a multi-operator multi-domain environment, the authors had previously proposed a hybrid policy architecture for UMTS IMS [6] , in which the hierarchical architecture is employed within the multi-domain network of a single operator and the peering architecture interconnects multiple operators' networks. A Master PDF (MPDF) in an operator's network is peered with MPDFs of adjacent networks through an Interdomain Policy Agent (IPA). The IPAs facilitate SLA negotiations between two interconnected operators' networks. After an IPA successfully exchanges updated SLA information with its peering IPAs, the MPDF translates the new SLA into policy rules applicable to its network before updating its policy repository. When a PDF in the network needs to perform local domain policy control for a PS domain session, it just retrieves and enforces the relevant policy rules from the policy repository.
To ensure that consistent IP QoS services can be provided in an integrated UMTS and WLAN environment, the multi-domain policy-based QoS control architecture [6] must be extended into the WLAN domain. The objective of this paper is to propose how this extension can be realized. A policy-based QoS architecture for the WLAN domain created within the policy framework defined by the IETF is proposed in Section 2. In Section 3, how the policy-based QoS architectures of the UMTS PS and WLAN domains can be integrated in different UMTS -WLAN inter-working scenarios is discussed. Section 4 concludes the paper and describes some of the outstanding issues in our proposed architecture that will need further study.
Policy-based QoS architecture in WLAN networks
Currently, 3GPP is studying the feasibility of inter-working UMTS and WLAN systems. The intent of UMTS -WLAN inter-working is to extend UMTS services and functionality to the WLAN access environment so that the WLAN effectively becomes a complementary radio access technology to the UMTS. The approach of 3GPP is to design flexible, scalable and general UMTS -WLAN inter-working capabilities. There are altogether six scenarios described in [9] , which can be implemented in steps from a simple sign-on system for mobile subscribers to a fully seamless inter-system operation. Four of these scenarios allow subscribers of the integrated UMTS -WLAN network to access UMTS services, including IMS based services. Thus, a QoS control mechanism is required to handle QoS guaranteed services over the WLAN component of the integrated network. In this section, a policy-based QoS architecture is proposed for WLAN as a prelude to an integrated QoS architecture for the integrated UMTS -WLAN system. Thus, a Policy Decision Function (PDF) can enforce the network level policies at the WR directly as if the WLAN network is a part of the UMTS PS domain. The PDF can be an independent entity controlling the WLAN domain only, or an integrated part of the PDF in the UMTS PS domain. In a tightly coupled architecture, the WLAN is an alternative radio access network so that the 3GPP PDF is re-used. There is no effect on the 3GPP access control and billing/charging entities.
In a loosely coupled architecture, the WLAN is connected to a Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) of the UMTS network as a separate network. The WR is treated like a GGSN and the WLAN network is considered to be a peer UMTS network. This paper proposes that the WLAN constitutes a distinct policy domain with its own PDF, called WLAN PDF (WPDF). The WPDF acts as the Policy Decision Point (PDP) in the WLAN domain and the WR is the Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) that enforces the policy decisions made by the WPDF. In a loosely coupled architecture, the WLAN domain can use session control entities (CSCFs, ASs) in the UMTS network. If the UMTS session control entities are not extended into the WLAN domain, a session control entity can be sited in the WLAN domain to interact with the CSCFs or ASs in the UMTS IMS and PS domains. This WLAN session control entity is related to the WPDF in the same way as the relationship between the Proxy (P)-CSCF and the PDF in UMTS IMS. By adopting an additional session control entity and PDF in the WLAN domain, the distinct interface between the WLAN domain and its interconnected UMTS PS domain is preserved. How the policies implemented in the WLAN domain are related to the policies in the UMTS network is dependent on the inter-working scenarios. Consequently, the interaction method between the WPDF and the PDF of the UMTS network is determined by this policy relationship. In a loosely coupled architecture, the WLAN domain behaves as a separate network. The proposed architecture has a stand-alone WPDF to do service level policy control for the WLAN domain. Because a stand-alone WPDF is introduced, the proposed policy architecture will not affect the access control and billing/charging reference model defined in [10] , [11] .
The loosely coupled WLAN architecture offers a major advantage over the tightly coupled architecture, i.e., integration flexibility offered by the distinct WLAN policy domain. It permits easy integration of the WLAN domain into a multi-operator multidomain environment either as a subordinate policy domain or as a peer policy domain. This flexibility permits simple extension of the QoS policy control architecture in [6] into the WLAN domain regardless of the UMTS -WLAN integration scenarios.
Policy-based QoS management in an integrated UMTS and WLAN environment
UMTS networks may operate in public, corporate or residential environments. Similarly, WLANs may also be deployed in any of these environments. The different environments may involve different administrative domains and different degrees of network integration [10] , [11] . For example, security capabilities and policies may differ between public, corporate and residential WLANs. In this paper, a policy-based QoS management architecture is proposed to support end-to-end QoS in an integrated UMTS and WLAN environment. The proposed QoS policy architecture is designed based on the policy control architecture proposed in [6] .
Three scenarios are considered in the following sub-sections to illustrate the feasibility of the proposed architecture. These are (1) the UMTS network and WLANs are under the control of one operator, (2) a WLAN is shared by different UMTS operators, and (3) an independent WLAN is inter-connected to a UMTS operator's network. These three scenarios are generic enough to cover all cases of an integrated UMTS -WLAN environment. In this paper, it is assumed that a WLAN and a Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN) are the smallest possible units of an administrative domain. In practice, this might not be true due to varying business arrangements. For instance, a café owner may own a hotspot provided within the premise of his café. A broadband service provider may coordinate multiple hotspot owners and resell the broadband service to the end users. The service provider may also have roaming agreement with a UMTS operator. In such a scenario, the policy rules may be more complicated than the scenarios presented in this paper. However, the underlying policy architecture should be similar to that described here. In extreme cases, only simple variations of the proposed architecture are foreseen.
Scenario 1: UMTS and WLAN network under one operator
Scenario 1 is a PLMN model where the operator installs and operates an integrated UMTS -WLAN network. The operator can fully control its WLAN sites, and provides normal telecommunications services in addition to the WLAN access service. For the integrated UMTS -WLAN environment in a single operator's network, the hierarchical policy architecture will be used ( Figure 3-1Figure 3-1) . The master policy controller (MPDF) connects to the policy controller of the WLAN network (WPDF) and the UMTS policy controller (PDF). The MPDF of the UMTS network serves as the master policy node of the WPDF so that the policies implemented in the WLAN domain are integrated into the operator's policy hierarchy. The MPDF translates the network-wide policies into domain specific network level policies on behalf of the PDFs (WPDF and PDF) and stores them in the policy repository. The PDFs just retrieve these network level policies from the repository, translate them into device level policies and install these policies in the network devices under their control. Note that these policies are enforced on all new IP multimedia sessions uniformly unless there are policy conflicts with regards to the authorization of a new session's QoS requirements. In this case, the policy conflicts must be resolved through the MPDF. The communications protocol between the MPDF and the PDFs is based on the Common Open Policy Services (COPS) [13] protocol.
The policy control process activated during the setting up of an IP multimedia session is illustrated in Figure 3 -2Figure 3-2 and described below: If the QoS parameters are explicitly forbidden by the policies, the WPDF notifies the WLAN session control entity that policy control has failed. 4. If there is a conflict in the retrieved network level policies regarding the authorization of the requested QoS parameters, the WPDF will ask the MPDF to resolve the policy conflict. The WPDF encapsulates the requested QoS parameters in a COPS request message and sends it to the MPDF. 5. The MPDF resolves the policy conflict by creating new network level policies based on the network-wide policies. Before the new policies are supplied to the WPDF, the MPDF must validate them with the PDF since the UMTS domain is on the data path of the session and thus must be capable of implementing the requested QoS parameters as well. 6-7. Once the policy validation with the PDF succeeds, the MPDF sends the new network level policies back to the WPDF. At the same time, the MPDF writes the new policies into the policy repository for future retrieval by the PDFs. Figure 3 -1Figure 3-1 for illustrative purpose only. The depth of the hierarchy depends on the relationship among the policies that are to be applied to the network. A complex policy relationship is usually represented as a multi-level policy hierarchy. The multi-domain architecture in the integrated UMTS -WLAN network is not restricted to the minimal two-level hierarchy described in the policy control process. The network operator may decide to provide intermediate levels of policy conflict resolution for more granular control over its network.
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Scenario 2: WLAN network shared by multiple operators
The normal range of a WLAN access point is less than 150m in open space and just 50m in closed environments like within buildings. To provide full WLAN coverage over a built-up area like a city requires the deployment of a large number of WLAN access points. As a result, the cost of providing extensive WLAN services is high for a single operator, and it is desirable for operators to share their WLAN infrastructure to reduce upfront costs. Scenario 2 is such a risk-sharing PLMN model to provide different services in an integrated UMTS and WLAN environment. Multiple operators install and operate shared WLAN sites at different locations that are connected to their own UMTS networks. In this scenario, operator A may usually target business subscribers while operator B targets youth subscribers. The shared WLAN sites are configured to provide different amounts of resources at different times of the day. For example, during the day time, operator A may be allocated more resources to provide business services, while operator B may get more resources to provide entertainment services after work hours. To provide end-to-end QoS in this environment, a WPDF is deployed in the shared WLAN domain. Scenario 2 as shown in Figure 3 -3Figure 3-3 illustrates how the WPDF interacts with the MPDFs of the cooperating operators' networks. In Scenario 2, the QoS policies to be applied in the WLAN domain are subjected to the control of operators A and B. For WLAN traffic going into operator A's network, the WPDF applies the policies supplied by operator A's MPDF. Likewise, WLAN traffic going into operator B's network is subjected to the policies supplied by operator B's MPDF. These policies specify how much resources in the WLAN access router (WR) should be provided to the traffic to be carried by the different operators' networks in order to satisfy the QoS requirements contracted by the operators. In terms of policy relationship, the WPDF is a child node in the policy hierarchies of operators A's and B's networks, and it is serving two MPDFs that are peers.
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In the operational lifetime of the WLAN domain, it is inevitable that the WPDF will encounter traffic conditions that require the application of conflicting policies provided by the different MPDFs. There are two possible ways to resolve the conflicting policies:
1. The WPDF communicates information about the conflicting policies to the MPDFs. Then, the MPDFs are solely responsible for negotiating new policies that will replace the old policies; 2. Additional policies known as overriding policies are preset in the WPDF and are used to resolve the conflicting policies. The overriding policies implement the agreement between the cooperating operators on how they share the WLAN resources.
Because the WLAN domain is a shared infrastructure of the operators, it is preferable that the policies that implement the WLAN resource sharing arrangement be solely enforced by the WPDF. This will free the MPDFs of the operators' networks from having to account for the presence of the shared WLAN infrastructure in their policies. In addition, new WLAN domains can easily be added without affecting the policies implemented by the individual MPDFs.
The WPDF of a shared WLAN domain interacts with its parent MPDFs as a node in their 2-level policy hierarchies. The policy control process is similar to that illustrated in Figure 3 -2Figure 3-2 except that overriding policies are applied in the WPDF when the policies provided by an MPDF conflict with existing policies governing the traffic destined for the other operator's network. Note that the WPDF maintains its own policy repository. The MPDFs do not have any read or write access to the WLAN policy repository. The policy control process between the WPDF and an MPDF is illustrated in Figure 3 -4Figure 3-4 and described below:
1. During the session setup period, the session control entity of the WLAN domain passes the QoS parameters in the session setup signaling to the WPDF. 2. The WPDF retrieves the relevant network level policies from the WLAN policy repository. 3. The WPDF checks that the requested QoS parameters are permitted by the network level policies. If the QoS parameters are permitted, the WPDF notifies the WLAN session control entity that policy control has succeeded. If the QoS parameters are forbidden by the policies, the WPDF notifies the WLAN session control entity that policy control has failed. 4-5. If the retrieved network level policies are conflicting on the authorization of the requested QoS parameters, the WPDF will ask the MPDF to resolve the policy conflict. The WPDF generates the requested QoS parameters first. Before the WPDF sends out the requested QoS parameters to the MPDF, it must verify that they do not conflict with policies installed by the MPDF of other cooperating operators. If there is no conflict, the requested QoS parameters are encapsulated in a COPS request message and sent to the MPDF. If there are conflicts between the policies installed by different MPDFs, the WPDF must apply the overriding policies to resolve the conflicts. These overriding policies will modify the requested QoS parameters to conform to the network sharing arrangement that has been agreed for the WLAN domain while ensuring that the requested QoS parameters are satisfied. If the policy modification cannot be performed successfully, the WPDF will reject the QoS request from the session control entity.
6. The MPDF resolves the policy conflict by creating new network level policies based on its network-wide policies. Before the new policies are supplied to the WPDF, the MPDF must validate them with the PDF of the UMTS domain that is on the data path of the session, which must be capable of implementing the requested QoS parameters. 7-8. Once the policy validation with the PDF succeeds, the MPDF sends the new network level policies back to the WPDF. At the same time, the MPDF writes the new policies into the UMTS policy repository for future retrieval by the PDFs in the UMTS domain. 9. The WPDF applies the new network level policies provided by the MPDF and simultaneously updates its policy repository for future retrieval. 
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Scenario 3: Customer's WLAN network interconnected to an operator's UMTS network
This scenario is shown in Figure 3 -5Figure 3-5. Here, the WLAN may belong to an independent Internet Service Provider (ISP) or an enterprise that is a customer of the UMTS operator. This model allows the UMTS operator to provide wide area mobile services to customers that have their own WLAN infrastructure. In contrast to Scenario 2, the WPDF in the WLAN domain is a peer of the MPDF in the UMTS network. The WPDF has the sole right to update its policy repository. The network level policies to be employed by interconnecting the UMTS network and the WLAN network are determined by the Service Level Specifications (SLSs) that are agreed between the peering WLAN and UMTS operators. In these SLSs, there are static service requirements and dynamic service requirements. The static service requirements can be directly translated into enforceable network level policies to be retrieved by the WLAN's PDF and the UMTS' PDFs in the respective networks. But the dynamic service requirements are dependent on the state of the UMTS/WLAN network, e.g., its resource utilization, and can only be translated into enforceable network level policies after negotiating with the connecting networks. The purpose of SLS negotiation is to enable the interconnected networks' Inter-domain Policy Agents (IPAs) to agree on the specific service requirements that must be supported under the prevailing network states. Once the SLS negotiation is successfully completed, the participating IPAs can translate the agreed upon service requirements into enforceable policies in their respective networks. Note that this runtime negotiation may not be initiated on a per-session basis. Instead, the SLS negotiation is usually initiated when the IPA detects that the state of its network has changed and the existing policies are no longer enforceable. IPAs participating in the SLS negotiation must be interconnected so that SLS information can be exchanged. We propose to use the COPS [12] protocol as the communications protocol between peering IPAs (IPA1, IPA2 and IPA3) (See Figure  3 -6Figure 3-6). The UMTS/WLAN operator will configure its IPA with the locations of its peering counterparts. The COPS protocol can be suitably extended with new messages to carry SLS information, as is attempted in the COPS-SLS [13] protocol.
The SLS negotiation process between the IPAs is depicted in Figure 3 -6Figure 3-6: 
Conclusion & open issues
A policy-based QoS architecture in the current UMTS PS domain has been described. A simple policy-based architecture to control the QoS mechanisms in a WLAN network has been proposed, along with different ways of integrating the policy-based QoS architectures of the UMTS and WLAN domains for these different inter-working scenarios. In these scenarios, the policy architecture deployed ranges from a pure hierarchical architecture (Scenario 1) through a mixed peering/hierarchical architecture (Scenario 2) to a pure peering architecture (Scenario 3). These proposed QoS policy architectures can minimize the session setup delay and policy exchange load while maximizing network scalability for the different inter-working scenarios. The SLS negotiation and policy conflict resolution mechanisms, which constitute the basic interactions in these QoS policy architectures, have been described.
Several problems, which are the foci of our current and future work, are foreseen in the proposed multi-domain QoS policy architecture. These are:
1. To facilitate successful negotiation between IPAs, the parameters of SLS must be standardized to provide the basis for negotiation. This requires analysis of the format of QoS requirements that may be specified in the SLS so that the definition of the QoS resource elements carried in the COPS messages can be determined. 2. The security of the communications channel between the interconnected policy entities is important. This is especially true for the peering architecture used to interconnect different operators' networks. Operators are highly sensitive to the risk of policy leakages through snooping, unauthorized tampering of COPS messages en route between IPAs and interactions with unauthenticated policy entities. Although the COPS protocol has the ability to secure messages by encapsulating integrity objects, additional mechanisms may have to be deployed to address other security risks.
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